This paper considers the problem of routing connections in a recon gurable optical network using wavelength division multiplexing, where each connection between a pair of nodes in the network is assigned a path through the network and a wavelength on that path, such that connections whose paths share a common link in the network are assigned di erent wavelengths.
Introduction
Wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) technology o ers the capability of building very large wide-area networks consisting of thousands of nodes with per-node throughputs of the order of a gigabit-per-second 1, 2, 3, 4] . Figure 1 shows a WDM all-optical network employing wavelength routing, consisting of optical routing nodes interconnected by optical links. Each link is assumed to be bidirectional and actually consists of a pair of unidirectional links. An optical routing node is capable of routing each wavelength on an incoming link to any outgoing link. However, the same wavelength on two incoming links cannot be routed simultaneously onto a single outgoing link. If there are wavelengths on each link, the routing node may be viewed as consisting of independent switches, one for each wavelength ( Figure 2 ). Each switch has inputs and outputs where is the number of incoming (and outgoing) links. There is no optical to electronic conversion and vice versa, and hence no bu ering, at the intermediate nodes, in these all-optical networks. In addition to routing and switching signals, the optical node also serves as a source and sink of tra c in the network. Theoretical studies of such networks appear in 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and these networks are currently being explored at the testbed level by several groups 3] .
In our network model, connection requests and terminations arrive at random. Each connection must be assigned a speci c path in the network and a wavelength which is the same on every link on the assigned path. Moreover the wavelengths and paths assigned must be such that no two paths that share an edge are assigned the same wavelength. For example, in Figure 1 , a connection between node A and node C is carried on wavelength 1 , a connection between node C and node E also on the same wavelength 1 , but a connection between node B and node D must be carried on a di erent wavelength 2 .
This routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem, or variants of it, have been considered earlier in 7, 8, 9] . Several heuristic RWA algorithms have been proposed and their performance has been quanti ed via simulation.
Related work on determining the number of wavelengths required to support speci c tra c patterns, such as permutation routing, and constructing networks using a minimal number of wavelengths appears in 10, 11, 12] . Related models are also considered in 13, 14] where a \virtual topology" is imposed on top of the underlying physical topology. The virtual topology is a graph consisting of the nodes in the network with an edge between two nodes if a connection is set up between the two nodes using some wavelength and path in the physical topology.
A similar routing problem arises in circuit-switched telephone networks. Here, we must route connections by selecting a path for each connection such that there is a circuit available to accommodate the call in every link on the path. In our optical network model, we must not only satisfy the constraint in circuit-switched telephone networks, but also satisfy an additional constraint that the same circuit (wavelength) must be assigned to the connection on every link in the path. Note that if we are allowed to use dynamic wavelength converters inside the optical network, then it becomes equivalent to the circuit-switched telephone network. We assume that wavelength converters are used so that a signal at a particular wavelength on an input link can be converted to any other wavelength on any of the output links (as long as two connections do not use the same wavelength on a single link). This can be achieved in principle by using wavelength converters in conjunction with a large switch inside an optical routing node as shown in Figure 3 . This con guration adds signi cant complexity to the routing-node structure but will yield somewhat better wavelength reuse, as will be seen later. The routing node now has a single wavelength-independent switch with inputs and outputs as compared to switches with inputs and outputs for the case without converters. It is possible to have intermediate structures allowing partial wavelength conversion 15], but we do not consider this in our paper. Henceforth, we will use the term \circuit-switched" to refer to a circuit-switched telephone network or to an optical network using dynamic wavelength converters. We will use the term \optical network" to refer to a network that does not use wavelength converters.
The routing problem in circuit-switched networks has been extensively studied 16, 17] . It is well known that the routing problem can be formulated as an integer linear program (ILP) 18, chapter 6, section 2]. In 16], it was shown that an upper bound on the carried tra c can be obtained by relaxing the ILP to a linear program (LP), and moreover, that the bound holds for random o ered tra c as well. Since the RWA problem in our model is a more constrained version of the routing problem in circuit-switched networks, it is clear that this bound will also be an upper bound for the carried tra c in our network model. However, our objective in this paper is to derive a better upper bound.
For clarity of exposition, we rst consider the case when we are given a xed set of connections to be routed. We formulate the RWA problem as an integer linear program (ILP) where the objective is to maximize the number of connections that are successfully routed. If we relax the integrality constraints in this ILP, we get an LP whose value represents an upper bound on the number of connections that can be successfully routed. We show that a straightforward formulation, when relaxed into a linear program, yields an upper bound that is the same as the upper bound for the circuit-switched case. We then show how to formulate the ILP suitably so as to get a better upper bound when it is relaxed into an LP. We then consider the more general case where connections arise at random between some source-destination pair in the network and have a random holding time. (The deterministic case is a special case of this more general model.) For this case, using the results in 16], we show the following. By suitably normalizing the LP for the deterministic case by the number of available wavelengths, we obtain an upper bound on the carried tra c (expected number of connections in progress) per available wavelength that is achievable by any RWA algorithm for this network. Moreover, for a large class of tra c models (including the standard Poisson arrivals), there exist RWA algorithms whose carried tra c approaches this upper bound arbitrarily closely when the number of available wavelengths is su ciently large.
The usefulness of our bound lies in the fact that it can be used as a benchmark against which the performance of various heuristic RWA algorithms can be compared. We illustrate this by comparing the simulated performance of a simple shortest-path heuristic RWA (SP-RWA) algorithm against the bound. Moreover the solution to the LP that gives the bound can also indicate how to modify the network to improve its performance.
Finally, we quantify the amount of wavelength reuse achievable in large networks using the SP-RWA algorithm as a function of the number of nodes, edges and wavelengths via simulation. We consider both randomly constructed networks as well as regular deBruijn networks.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section formulates the ILPs and corresponding LPs for the RWA problem. Section 3 presents two examples that show that this bound is indeed better than the bound for circuit-switched networks, and also compares the performance of the heuristic and a xed routing algorithm against our bound in one of the examples. Section 4 presents simulation results for the wavelength reuse factor as a function of various network parameters. Section 5 proposes an alternate routing node architectures that tradeo s complexity against performance. Section 6 discusses the implications of our work and concludes the paper.
The Bound
We represent the network by an undirected graph, G. Each node in the graph corresponds to a node in the network and each edge to a link. We assume that all connections to be routed are full duplex, that all links are bidirectional and the two halves of a duplex connection are to be routed over the same path using the same wavelength.
Let N denote the number of source-destination (s-d) pairs in the network, M the number of links and the number of wavelengths available on each link (assumed to be the same for all links). For any RWA algorithm, let m i ; i = 1; : : :; N, denote the number of connections carried between source-destination pair i, and m, the N-vector (m i ). Let denote the total o ered load, p i ; i = 1; : : :; N, the o ered load between source-destination pair i, and p, the N-vector (p i ). The o ered load for the deterministic case (sections 2.1 and 2.2) is the number of connections that are available to be routed. In the random case (section 2.3), it is the expected number of connections that would be in progress if one could successfully route all call arrivals.
Let P denote the total number of available paths on which connections can be routed. The set of paths could either be given or can be computed given the graph G and the set of source-destination pairs. (Note that the number of paths between a source-destination pair in an arbitrary graph/network can be exponential in the number of nodes or links).
Let A = (a ij ) be the P N path{s-d-pair incidence matrix, i.e., We rst give a straightforward ILP formulation of the RWA problem as a multicommodity ow problem 18, chapter 6, section 2].
A Simple Formulation
The operation of every RWA algorithm in an optical network can be represented by a P path{wavelength assignment matrix which we denote by C = (c ij ) where, Then, the optimal RWA algorithm for the deterministic case is found by solving the following ILP whose value we denote by C o ( ; p). Now consider the corresponding circuit-switched network. The operation of every routing algorithm in such a network can be represented by a vector of path-ows f = (f i ), where f i denotes the ow on path i. Then, the optimal routing algorithm for the deterministic case is found by solving the following ILP whose value we denote by C c ( ; p). Thus this formulation of the RWA problem yields an upper bound on carried tra c that is identical to the upper bound for the corresponding circuit-switched network. However, a di erent formulation of the problem given below can be used to obtain a better upper bound.
A Better Formulation
We create a new graph G p where each node corresponds to a path in G and two nodes in G p are adjacent i the corresponding two paths in G share a common link. Now our RWA problem is transformed into assigning wavelengths to nodes in G p so that no two adjacent nodes are assigned the same wavelength. In other words, a set of paths in G can be assigned a common wavelength only if the corresponding nodes in G p form an independent set. Let L denote the number of maximal independent sets in G p , let w i denote the number of wavelengths that are assigned to the nodes in independent set i by a RWA algorithm, and w the L-vector (w i ). 1 Note that the number of maximal independent sets could be exponential in the number of nodes in Gp. The maximal independent sets in Gp correspond to maximal cardinality cliques in a graph G 0 p consisting of the same set of nodes as Gp and all the edges that are not present in Gp. An algorithm to generate all cliques in a graph is given in 19]. 2 The o ered tra c is the average call arrival rate (in calls per second) multiplied by the average call duration (in seconds) and measured in units of Erlangs. Proposition 4 Let K be the maximum number of edge disjoint paths in a graph G, i.e., K is the cardinality of the maximum independent set in the path graph G p . Then T o (r; p) K.
Proof: Since paths in G that use the same wavelength must be edge-disjoint, the maximum number of times a wavelength can be used is the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths in G; hence T o (r; p) K. 2
Proposition 5 Let E be the total number of links in a circuit-switched network G. Let H denote the minimum number of edges in a shortest-path between all desired sourcedestination pairs between which there is non-zero tra c. Then T c (r; p) E=H.
Proof: Since a connection takes up at least H circuits, and there are a total of E circuits, the total number of connections that can be supported is E =H. Thus the maximum number of connections that can be supported per wavelength, T c (r; p) E=H. 2
De nition: We de ne the reuse factor at a blocking probability b of a network G for a given path{s-d-pair incidence matrix A and tra c pattern vector p, under the operation of a routing and wavelength assignment algorithm, X, R X;b A;p (G), to be the maximum o ered tra c per wavelength so that the blocking probability is b. In the simulation results that we will present below, we will consider the reuse factor at a blocking probability of 1%.
We de ne the asymptotic reuse factor R A;p (G) of a network G for given A and p as the maximum o ered tra c per wavelength for which the blocking probability can be made arbitrarily small if the number of wavelengths is su ciently large. Proof: It can be checked that s i = t i = p i r is a feasible solution to the T c (r; p) LP for r = max and is also optimal because of the constraints s pr, i.e., T c (r; p) = r for r = max . Therefore, R I;p (G) = max . Furthermore, the constraints s tI = t and tB 1 M imply that s i = p i r is not a feasible solution for r > = max , and thus T c (r; p) < r for r > = max . Therefore, R I;p (G) = = max . 2 
A Heuristic RWA Algorithm
Consider the following shortest-path RWA (SP-RWA) algorithm. The set of shortest paths between a source-destination pair is ordered in some manner. The set of wavelengths is ordered in some manner. A new connection is routed on the rst path on which a wavelength is available. Among the set of available wavelengths on that path, the rst one is selected. If no path can be found, the connection is considered blocked. We simulated the performance of this simple algorithm for tra c where connection requests are assumed to arrive according to a Poisson process and last for a duration that is exponentially distributed. 
Examples
To illustrate the use of our bound, we provide two examples. The rst is a simple 5-node network that brings out the di erence between the circuit-switched network and the optical network. The second is a more complicated 20-node network and is intended to demonstrate the application of our results to more realistic networks.
A Simple Example
Consider the 5-node pentagon network G 5 shown in Figure 3 . Let the source-destination pairs of interest, indexed from 1 to 5, be (1; 3), (2; 4), (3; 5), (4; 1), and (5; 2), i.e., each node communicates with two other nodes in the network. The paths of interest are then 123, 1543, 234, 2154, 345, 3215, 451, 4321, 512, 5432 and will be indexed from 1 to 10. The maximal independent sets in the path graph are f1; 2g, f3; 4g, f5; 6g, f7; 8g, f9; 10g, f1; 7g, f3; 9g, f5; 1g, f7; 3g, f9; 5g. For simplicity, consider the uniform tra c case, i.e., p i = 1=5, i = 1;: : :; 5. In this case, observe that the maximum cardinality of an independent set is 2 and hence from Proposition 4, T o (r; p) 2. The shortest-path has two links (H = 2) and there are E = 5 links in the graph; hence from Proposition 5, we get T c (r; p) 5=2. Solving the linear programs yield, T o (r; p) = ( r; 0 r 2, 2; r > 2 , An asymptotically optimal xed RWA algorithm for the optical network assigns the rst =5 wavelengths to both paths between s-d pair 1, the second =5 wavelengths to both paths between s-d pair 2, etc. For r 2, this algorithm realizes a total carried tra c of 2 asymptotically, thus achieving the bound of Proposition 2.
An asymptotically optimal xed RWA algorithm for the circuit-switched network assigns =2 circuits for connections between each s-d pair. All connections are routed on the unique shortest paths. For r 5=2, this algorithm realizes a total carried tra c of 5 =2 asymptotically, thus achieving the bound of Proposition 3.
A Larger Example
Consider the 20-node skeleton of the Arpanet shown in Figure 6 (from 21], p. 138). For this network we consider the class of algorithms that use only shortest paths. Let the s-d pairs of interest be f1; 13g, f2; 7g, f3; 15g, f6; 8g, f11; 14g, f4; 20g, f5; 19g, f9; 18g, f10; 17g, f12; 16g. In this example there are 14 shortest paths: 3 shortest paths between s-d pairs f2; 7g and f6; 8g and a single shortest path between the other 8 s-d pairs. The path graph consists of 14 nodes corresponding to these shortest paths and has 43 maximal independent sets. 4 Consider rst the uniform tra c case. Figure 7 shows the carried tra c and blocking Figures 7 and 8 also illustrate the asymptotic optimality of the xed RWA algorithm for large proved in section 2.4. However, this is a di erent (but xed) RWA algorithm for each value of the o ered tra c. Therefore, the implementation of the xed RWA algorithm requires that the o ered tra c be known and since in practice the o ered tra c may be unknown and changing, this is an impractical algorithm.
In this case, an RWA algorithm whose implementation does not require an estimate of the o ered tra c is desirable. The SP-RWA algorithm of section 2.6 has this property and it is gratifying to note, from Figures 6{9, that its performance is close to that achievable by any 5 RWA algorithm in this example (for both the uniform and non-uniform cases). Moreover, we would not have been able to draw this conclusion in the non-uniform case, if our tighter upper bound had not been available.
It must also be noted that since a xed RWA algorithm implies a xed setting of the 5 Note that even though an RWA algorithm has no choice regarding the path on which to route the connection for most of the s-d pairs in this example, it still has the choice of deliberately blocking the connection request and the task of choosing one of the (potentially) many available wavelengths on this path. Even if there were a xed path between every s-d pair in the network, a number of RWA heuristics can be designed simply based on the way in which they pick one of the available wavelengths on this path|least used, most used, etc. 7]. switches shown in Figure 2 , if the mean o ered tra c is known and not changing, the network can be implemented without optical switches. Thus the principal advantage of optical switching in an all-optical network is probably the ability to adapt to the unknown tra c and not just the amount of wavelength reuse that can be obtained.
The blocking probability curves shown in Figures 7 and 8 can be plotted in di erent ways to illustrate the e ect of di erent parameters. For instance Figure 9 shows the blocking probability plotted against the number of wavelengths for the non-uniform tra c case, for a total o ered load of 40 erlangs (i.e., an average of 4 full-duplex connections per node). *****PLOTS FOR HEURISTIC MUST BE SIMULATED ***** It is also possible to recast the results in Figures 7 and 8 to plot the blocking probability as a function of the o ered (or carried) tra c for a xed number of wavelengths.
Wavelength Reuse in Large Networks
We now turn to the question of determining the wavelength reuse factor R for large networks with and without wavelength converters. One way to compare the performance of di erent topologies is to compare the values of R for uniform tra c. Using Proposition 6, we can easily compute the asymptotic value of R for any given RWA algorithm and use that as a measure to compare di erent topologies. Although Proposition 6 gives a bound on R for a circuit-switched network (with wavelength converters), our simulation results below show that the reuse factors with and without wavelength converters are strongly correlated.
In order to determine R when the number of wavelengths is limited (in practice), we studied the performance of the SP-RWA algorithm of section 2.6 for many topologies via simulation assuming a uniform tra c distribution over all possible source-destination pairs, with Poisson arrivals and exponential holding times for connections. A 1% blocking probability requirement was assumed. and average degree , we rst place n edges to create a cycle and then, for each of the remaining n( =2 ? 1) edges we choose, in succession, a pair of nodes randomly from the node pairs that are not connected by an edge.) Also shown is the asymptotic reuse factor obtained from Proposition 6 for this graph with one shortest path for every s-d pair. We expect the reuse factor to increase with the number of wavelengths due to the e ect of trunking e ciency, i.e., the phenomenon whereby if both the tra c and the link capacities are scaled proportionally in a circuit-switched system, the blocking probability is reduced. For the case of Poisson arrivals on a link, this property can easily be proved using the Erlang-B formula 22, p. 147]. The gure veri es that this is indeed the case for networks and also that the reuse factor is close to the asymptotic reuse factor when 1000 wavelengths are available. We observed a similar behavior with our other sample networks as well. Figure 11 shows the reuse factor R plotted against the number of edges for a number of 128-node random graphs. Clearly, increasing the number of edges reduces the average path length between nodes and hence improves the reuse factor. Figure 12 shows the reuse factor R plotted against the number of nodes, n. For each value of n, we obtained R via simulation for three di erent random graphs, each of average degree 4. In addition we have also simulated two 1000-node random networks of average degree 4, but with uniform tra c over only 5000 randomly chosen source-destination pairs. The reuse factors for these two networks were 43 and 49 respectively without wavelength converters, and 58 and 68 respectively with wavelength converters. These results show that (1) R increases with n, and (2) the di erence in performance between having and not having wavelength converters increases with n (almost no di erence for 16 node networks and up to a 40% di erence for the 1000 node networks considered here). The reason for the former is that the average path length in the network grows roughly as log n, while the number of edges grows as n and thus we would expect the reuse factor to grow roughly as n= log n. Number of Edges Reuse Factor for 1% Blocking NWC WC 128 nodes 10 wavelengths Figure 11 : Reuse factor plotted against the number of edges for a number of 128-node random graphs, with wavelength converters (WC) and without converters (NWC). Number of Nodes Reuse Factor for 1% Blocking NWC, random NWC, debruijn WC, random WC, debruijn 10 wavelengths Figure 13 : Reuse factor plotted against the number of nodes for deBruijn graphs with degree 4 and random graphs with average degree 4, with wavelength converters (WC) and without converters (NWC).
diagram of a D-digit shift register with each digit 2 f0; 1; :::; ? 1g. Figure 13 shows the reuse factor R plotted against the number of nodes, n for deBruijn graphs and random graphs. For each value of n, we use a deBruijn graph of degree 4 and and a random graph with average degree 4. The gure shows that for moderate number of nodes (16{64) there is no advantage to using deBruijn graphs, but for larger networks (128 and above), deBruijn graphs appear to perform better, implying that careful design of topology is not as important when the number of nodes is small for uniform tra c. When the tra c is known to be non-uniform, then sign cant bene ts can be obtained by proper topology design. 5 An Alternate Routing Node Architecture So far, we have assumed that in networks without wavelength converters, two connections can be assigned the same wavelength provided they do not share any link in the network. Implicitly, this also assumes that two connections emanating from a node can be at the same wavelength provided they are routed on di erent links out of the node. The optical hardware required to realize this is shown in Figure 2 . An arrayed multi-wavelength transmitter and an arrayed multi-wavelength receiver are required for each link at the node. The amount of hardware required can be reduced by using the node structure shown in Figure 14 . However this structure imposes an additional constraint on the RWA problem in that two connections emanating from a given node must be assigned di erent wavelengths. Clearly this reduces the reuse factor. Figure 15 shows the reduction in reuse factor due to this added constraint.
Conclusion
Although the bound presented in this paper can be obtained by solving a linear program, the number of variables in the linear program may be an exponential function of the number of source-destination pairs in the case of the optical network without wavelength converters. Number of Nodes Reuse Factor for 1% Blocking Without constraint With constraint 10 wavelengths Figure 15 : Reuse factor plotted against the number of nodes for random networks with average degree 4, with and without the constraint that two connections out of a given node must be assigned di erent wavelengths.
However, since the bound is on a per-wavelength basis, it need be computed only once and can then be scaled easily with the number of wavelengths. Moreover, the bound is achieved by a xed-routing algorithm asymptotically (when the number of wavelengths is large). It can be used as a metric against which the performance of di erent heuristics can be compared. Moreover, solving the LP enables us to determine the assignment of paths and wavelengths used by an asymptotically optimal xed RWA algorithm. This information can be useful in indicating which links are congested and how the network can be modi ed by the addition of more links/wavelengths to relieve this congestion and improve its performance.
Using two examples, we showed that this bound yields a better bound on the carried tra c than the bound for the corresponding circuit-switched network, or equivalently the corresponding optical network using dynamic wavelength converters. Indeed using this bound, we showed in the second example that the performance of the simple SP-RWA heuristic described here, assuming Poisson arrivals and exponential holding times, is very close to that of an optimal algorithm.
We then quanti ed the reuse factor for larger networks as a function of the number of nodes, edges, and wavelengths via simulation. Based on the results, we can infer the following:
1. We can build large all-optical networks without wavelength converters and support a modest number of connections per node with a reasonable number of wavelengths.
One example shows that we can obtain a reuse factor of 20 when 32 wavelengths are available in a 128-node random network with average degree 4, assuming uniform tra c and using the simple RWA heuristic. This indicates that with 32 wavelengths, we can support an average of 10 all-optical full-duplex connections per node. Another example shows that we can support over 2500 connections, or approximately 5 connections per node in a 1000-node random network with average degree 4 using 32 wavelengths. 2. The results also show that wavelength converters o er a 10{40% increase in the amount of reuse achievable for our sampling of 14 networks ranging from 16 to 1000 nodes when the number of wavelengths available is small (10) . They appear to help more for large networks than for small ones, or when the number of wavelengths available is small. Although the di erence in blocking performance between networks with and without wavelength converters was not very large for all the network examples considered here, it is possible to construct networks where the di erence is large. This can be done by ensuring that there is a large set of paths that form a clique in the path graph (i.e., any two paths in this set share some link in the network), but choosing them so that few very paths share any single link. An example given in 12] shows such a network and tra c pattern that can be supported without blocking by a small constant number of wavelengths if wavelength converters are available, but requires as many wavelengths as the number of nodes when wavelength converters are not available.
